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Optimization of Land Saving and Loss Reducing and Slope Stability Variation Patterns in Open-Pit Mine
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This study presents different land saving and loss reducing schemes. Comprehensively compare the economic benefits of the schemes. It is shown that the optimal scheme can recover tons of coal resources on the south slope, creating significant economic benefits. Numerical simulation was utilized to analyze the changes of slope stability, deformation, and shear strain increment in the process of land saving and loss reducing. Results found that the slope stability decreases rapidly, and the toe of the slope has to be internally discharged in time to compress the slope. Timely follow-up of in-slope rows can improve slope stability. The position of the slope shear exit changes with the increase of the distance of the inner row, and its stability increases gradually. When the distance of the lower inner row exceeds 120 m, the increase of the internal row distance has little influence on the slope stability. When the inner distance exceeds 60 m in the process of internal dumping of upper platform, the position of potential sliding plane gradually changes from the lower dump to the upper and lower dump with the increase of inner dumping distance. It shows that the stability of the dump will be damaged if the upper dump continues to be discharged. Therefore, the distance between the upper and lower dump sites is more important than 60 m. The stability of the south slope is good in the process of mining and internal drainage, and the overall stability of the south slope is controllable, based on slope radar monitoring.

1. Introduction

As China’s main source of energy, coal ranks first in the energy structure in terms of both extraction and consumption [1]. By virtue of the advantages of fast construction, low production costs, and high resource extraction rates, open-pit mining has achieved rapid development in recent years [2], and the technology of open-pit mining has been constantly improved, with the proportion of production exceeding 20% and the output of a single open-pit mine reaching tens of millions of tons per year. However, the large-scale mining operations caused by the waste of coal resources is also more prominent, according to statistics China’s annual loss of coal resources in the billion tons, resulting in a huge waste of resources and economic losses.

In addition, large open-pit mines in China are mainly located in remote areas such as Xinjiang and Inner Mongolia, where the ecological environment consists mostly of fragile Gobi or grasslands [3], and the open-pit mining operations [4] have caused large-scale damage to the geological structure and vegetation in these areas [5, 6]. In the past 10 years, the large-scale development and construction of open-pit coal mines has caused the destruction of surface vegetation [7], exacerbated desertification in mining areas, and accelerated the degradation of local ecosystems [8, 9]. Innovative strategies have been developed to mitigate the impact of mining, which is of great significance to the sustainable development
of the mining industry [10–13]. Among various methods proposed, how to improve the mining process of raw coal under the existing production conditions to reduce the damage of open-pit mining to the environment and land resources, as well as to increase the recovery rate of coal resources during the mining process is of great importance to open-pit mines [14, 15].

To address the operation characteristics of large-scale stripping and dumping in open-pit mining [16, 17], the development of land saving and loss reducing mining technology for open-pit mines based on temporal slope theory can effectively solve the problems of coal loss [18], land and environmental damage in the open-pit mining process, reduce the impact on the ecology of the mine, and have good economic and environmental benefits [19]. In the initial stage, the land saving technology was mainly applied to the improvement of the production capacity and zoning process of open-pit coal mines in China, which is easier to build soil discharge field in the mine due to the characteristics of the coal seam. During the mining process, the inner dump follows up with the advance of the working slope [20, 21]. The end slope located on both sides of the open-pit mine was changed from long-term exposure to short-term exposure and then buried [22]; as a result, the static and permanent end slope has timeliness. However, in the past, the design of end slope angle is always based on the static angle [23], which is overly conservative at this time, resulting in serious coal pressure in the lower part of the pit and causing a lot of waste of resources [24].

The technology of land saving and loss reducing attaches great importance to the reduction of ecological damage on the surface of the earth, which involves expanding the boundary of the bottom of the mine without changing the surface boundary, compressing the flat plate width of the lower coal steps of the end slope to improve the slope angle, and changing the straight slope to an upward and downward steep slope to improve the recovery rate of the lower coal resources and achieve resource reduction [25]. However, this technology also brings some problems: due to the steepening of the end slope, the width of flat plate and overlying rock seam is reduced, which sacrifices the development of the transportation system and greatly increases the distance and freight cost of the inner row of materials and also affects the stability of the slope [26, 27]. Therefore, in the process of land saving and loss reduction, the proportional structure optimization needs to take into account both engineering safety and resource recovery, which greatly increases the construction difficulty [28].

In view of this, this study will present different land saving and loss reducing schemes by taking Xinjiang south open-pit mine as an example, comprehensively compare the economic benefits of the schemes, propose reasonable mining schemes. The numerical calculation model will be established to analyze the slope stability variation law in the process of land saving and loss reduction mining and inner drainage. It provides important technical reference and has significant engineering significance for improving the safety of the project site and realizing the integration of land saving and loss reduction and mining technology.

2. Geological Overview of South Open-Pit Mine Engineering

The south open-pit mine is located in the western part of Dajing coalfield in the Zhundong coalfield of Xinjiang, on the eastern flank of the dorsal slope of the Tepenggou at the southern foot of the Krameri Mountains, with a general trend of gently sloping terrain in the north and the south, and the geomorphological pattern is that of a residual mound-like stripped plain. The stratigraphy is monoclinc in a northeast-east direction and southeast-south inclination, with dips ranging from 4° to 15°, and the overall surface of the mine is a simple monoclinc structure that dips gently, with little change in orientation or inclination. The average thickness of the coal seam is 76 m, which is a giant thick coal seam. The side slopes of the South open-pit mine are composed mostly of soft rocks and are significantly influenced by environmental factors such as weathering and disintegration. There is no perennial surface water flow or spring water exposure in the mine, and temporary surface water flow is formed in the valley during the snowmelt season and after heavy rainfall in summer.

The mine stratum is roughly divided into three parts, in which the upper part is mainly composed of gray and grayish-brown fine debris deposits, and is mainly characterized by several layers of grayish-white, gray, earthy-yellow, and other tones of mudstone of 3-5 m thickness; the coarse-grained fine sandstone (local siltstone) is mostly gray; the fine siltstone and muddy siltstone are mostly grayish-brown, and the mudstone is mostly bright miscellaneous color; the bottom of which has turned gray, and the mudstone at the top of the coal seam is grayish-black. The coal seam in the middle part is a huge thick coal seam, containing 0~1 layers of gangue, and the gangue lithology is mainly mudstone and high carbon mudstone, with local mudstone and siltstone, and the top and bottom plates are mainly mudstone. The base layer of the coal seam is mainly composed of gray mudstone and gray-white medium-fine sandstone, while the local phase changes into conglomerate sandstone, powder, and fine sandstone, which has the geological characteristics of gray-white, quartz as the main component, coarse grain size and stable extension, interspersed with mudstone, carbonaceous mudstone, carbonaceous mudstone and coal line, and the texture of the mudstone can be seen in the mudstone.

3. Schemes for Land Saving and Loss Reducing in South Open-Pit Mine

The South open-pit mine has entered the internal drainage period since 2018, the east slope beganed a working slope as shown in Figure 1, while the south slope gradually formed an end slope. The basic operating procedure of open-pit mining is to advance the working slope continuously at a certain speed. The coal seam is first stripped of the supporting rock layer (soil and rock body), and then, the coal seam is extracted and pushed forward until there is enough space in the mining field, and then, the stripped coal is transported to the nonworking slope for backfilling. In this process, the inner discharge field and the working slope are dynamically
tracked. However, processes such as cover stripping and ore body mining break the integrity of the strata and also cause ecological damage. In recent years, with the continuous implementation of the concept of green development, the promotion of green coal mining has become a major demand for the high-quality development of the coal industry in the new era. Therefore, the open-pit mining process should aim at minimizing ecological damage to the environment and maximizing the conservation and utilization of land resources, thus significantly reducing the duration and scope of disturbance to the ecosystem.

Therefore, based on the theory of steep end-slope mining technology developed by the time-dependent slope theory, this study puts forward the scheme of land saving and loss reducing, which integrates the green mining concept of “reducing the loss of coal resources” and “saving land” in order to achieve a win-win situation for both the economic benefits of the mine and the land environment in the mining area. As shown in Figure 2, traditional methods of recovering coal resources tend to adopt a constant slope angle, with the foot of the slope advancing from point $E$ to point $D$ (blue dashed line in Figure 2), yet result in a significant loss of surface $AA'$ land resources.

Therefore, this study proposes the following land saving and loss reducing scheme: maintaining the surface point $A$ fixed and advancing the foot of the slope from point $E$ to point $D$ on the precondition that the slope is stable during the service period, which can realize the low-cost recovery of coal resources in the BCED region and only requires the stripping of rock masses in the ABC region. The stripping ratio of this stage is much smaller compared to the average stripping ratio of the mine, which has significant economic and environmental benefits and greatly reduces the damage to land resources. Therefore, the key technology in this study is that during the construction of land saving and loss reduction, as the slope angle becomes larger (from $\beta$ to $\alpha$), the probability of slope failure and the difficulty of mining increase accordingly, which may cause safety accidents due to slope instability. However, considering that the inner-dumping with burying slope can reenhance the stability of the slope in the later stage, this study will monitor and systematically propose the recovery of coal resources under the short-term stable state of the slope according to the multiple means in the field and fully study the maximum recovery effect of the slope stability and coal resources.

According to the geological conditions of the south slope (Figure 3), land resources, and the internal drainage of the west slope, the overlying rock platforms are not changed in the whole land saving and loss reducing scheme, and the coal bench width is reduced. At present, there are five coal platforms in the south slope, which are 400, 385, 370, 355, and 340. According to the preliminary design, 30 m is reserved for the 400 level as the transport level, 10 m for the 385 level as the security flat plate, 30 m for the 370 level as the transport level, and 10 m for the 355 level as the security flat plate.

At present, the internal drainage platforms of 370, 400, and 430 levels have been established west slope. The amount of stripping that can be accommodated by the 370 horizontal inner row platform of the south slope is small. Moreover, since the stripping materials of the working slope (east slope)
are mainly distributed above the 400 level platform, which need to be transported downward when constructing the internal dump, leading to unrealized the same level transportation. Therefore, it is not necessary to set up the 370 horizontal transport channel in south slope. The stripping steps of the working slope are above 400 level, which is connected with the inner discharge platform of the west slope, forming a double ring transportation channel for the inner discharging materials. Considering that the coal platform on the south slope is provided with transportation channel and comparing the economy of different layout schemes, the bench layout and mining scheme of the south slope are determined, as shown in Figure 4.

3.1. Scheme 1. Scheme 1 is to mine the coal resources in area A (Figure 4). After the establishment of the inner discharge platform on the western slope, the 400 level on the southern slope is left as a transport channel. The advantage is that the materials on the east slope (work slope) can be discharged to the 400 level inner row platform on the west slope through double-loop transportation (south and north route). It greatly shortens the internal transportation distance and reduces the transportation cost. However, the disadvantage is obvious: the 30-meter transportation channel left on the end slope causes a large amount of coal resources to be overburdened. Since the South open-pit mine is a huge thick coal seam, the 400 level is the uppermost coal platform, and the amount of coal resources under pressure is even larger.

Table 1 shows the corresponding relationship between stripping material and internal drainage of work slope. The stripping materials of work slope (east slope) are mainly concentrated above 400 level, and all stripping materials below 550 level are discharged inside according to the site. There are 370, 400, 430, 460, and other levels on the inner terrace of the west slope.

Figure 5 shows the material transportation routes for the west slope corresponding to the inner drainage platform from the working slope (eastern slope). The stripping material of the 400 level inner drainage platform on the west slope comes from the east slope at the 430, 445, and 460 levels (Table 1). According to Figure 5, the transportation distance of working slope 430, 445, and 460 stripping platform along the north south slope is measured, respectively. The transportation cost is calculated according to the measured transportation distance:

\[
Q = V \times \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} Li \times a + \sum_{j=1}^{n} Hj \times b \right),
\]

(1)
where \( Q \) is the total transportation costs, yuan; \( V \) is the volume of transported materials, m\(^3\); \( L_i \) is the horizontal transportation distance of materials on the \( i \)-th platform, km; \( H_j \) is the lifting height of material on the \( j \)-th platform, m; \( a \) is the unit price of materials in horizontal transportation, yuan/m\(^3\)·km; \( b \) is the unit price of materials lifting transportation, yuan/m\(^3\)·m; and \( n \) is the number of stripping platforms.

### 3.2. Scheme 2

Scheme 2 is to mine the coal resources in areas \( A \) and \( B \) (Figure 4). The 400 horizontal transport channel is cancelled, leaving only the 370 horizontal transport channel. It has the advantage of double ring transportation of materials at the bottom of internal discharge. It has the advantage of double ring transportation of materials at the bottom of internal discharge. The materials close to the south slope can be discharged through the south slope, which shortens the internal discharge distance of some stripped materials and reduces the freight. However, the shortcomings caused some of the coal resources on the south slope to be overwhelmed.

### 3.3. Scheme 3

In the scheme design, 370 and 400 horizontal transport channels are not reserved on the south slope. Since there is no transport channel left in the south slope coal bench, 370 and 400 inner row horizontal stripping material can only be transported through the north slope, thus increasing the transport distance. However, the recovery of coal resources on the south slope has been greatly increased.

Considering the average price and comprehensive cost of coal, the profit per ton of coal is 34.67 yuan/t. In scheme 1, the south slope can recover about 0.8 million tons of coal resources and make a profit of 27.736 million yuan. 400 horizontal double-ring transport is used, with freight costs of approximately 20.05 million yuan, representing a total profit of 7.686 million yuan. The scheme 2 can recover about 1.4 million tons of coal resources and make a profit of 48.538 million yuan. Using 370 horizontal double ring transportation, the freight is about 22.71 million yuan, representing a total profit of 25.828 million yuan. The scheme 3 can recover about 1.84 million tons of coal resources and make a profit of 63.792 million yuan. Adopting single-ring transportation
(inner row of materials on the north slope), the freight cost is about 24.43 million yuan, and the total profit is 39.362 million yuan (Figure 6).

The scheme 3 can maximize the recovery of coal resources in the south slope, generate the largest profit. This scheme will be used given the significant effect of land saving and loss reduction. In addition, the stability of the southern slope due to the elimination of the transport platform requires in-depth analysis. Therefore, the following section will focus on the dynamic law of slope stability in the process of land saving and loss reduction.


According to the geological profile of the site, a numerical calculation model of mining and internal drainage in the slope saving and degradation project is established as shown in Figure 7. The mining process is roughly divided into four stages. The four coal platforms in Figure 7, a (385-400 level), b (370-385 level), c (355-370 level), and d (340-355 level), are mined in sequence. Afterwards, an inner row was conducted on the exposed slope to strengthen the stability of the slope. The physical and mechanical parameters of the south slope were adopted as Table 2, and the numerical calculations were based on the strength reduction method to analyze the change law of slope stability.

Figure 8 shows the variation law of slope stability in the process of land saving and loss reduction. Figure 9 presents the variation law of shear strain increment of South Central slope during coal mining. The potential sliding plane of the slope is approximately arc-shaped. As the mining coal seam advances downward, the front edge of the sliding body shows an obvious translational trend along the coal floor. The potential for sliding gradually changes to a rotation-planning failure mode. A large change in the potential slip trend occurred in the process of mining area c to area d. It indicates that the inner drainage should be carried out in time after the coal seam is mined (the slope stability coefficient in Figure 8 decreases obviously).

A similar rule can also be obtained from Figure 10: the location of shear exit on the south slope has not changed during the mining of areas a to b (always along the coal floor). After mining area c, the steps on the south slope have become steeper, and the 370 platform has a large advancing distance (advancing 60 m). The slope foot is changed from the original 355 platform to the 370 platform. At this time, the 355–370 steps function as the presser foot to move the cutting outlet upward. After the mining area d, the foot of the slope is unrestrained, and the slick surface is sheared out from the coal floor again. Due to the overall steepening of the slope, the foot of the slope needs to be drained inside the slope in time, and the slope stability factor decreases considerably at this time (the slope stability coefficient in Figure 8 decreases obviously).

Timely follow-up of in-slope rows can improve slope stability, and the horizontal row field below 400 is divided into two platforms. Figure 11 shows the variation law of slope shear strain increment under different inner row distance. When the inner row distance is 60 m, the potential slip plane crosses the entire south slope as well as the inner row soil field. It shows that the distance of internal dumping is low, and the slope stability does not reach a constant state (Figure 8). When the inner row distance is 120 m, the slope shear outlet position roughly falls in the coal seam slope foot position; the inner row soil field slope foot also appears shear sliding surface. It shows that the internal dump can improve the slope stability. When the inner row distance is 180 m, there is no shear sliding plane at the toe of the inner dump. It shows that increasing the inner row distance has little effect on slope stability at this time (the slope stability coefficient is basically unchanged in Figure 8). Therefore, the lower level of the discharge field is set at 120 m.

In the process of the upper platform inner row, when the inner row distance is 30 m, there are shear outlets on the upper and lower inner row platforms, which indicates that...
the stability of the upper platform is relatively low at this time, and further inner drainage is needed. When the distance of the inner row is 60 m, only the shear outlet appears in lower inner row platforms, which indicates that the slope stability has been improved. When the inner row distance is 90 m, the entire upper and lower inner row steps form a larger shear sliding surface, indicating that the continuous inner row of the upper steps will damage the stability of the dump (the stability coefficient of the dump decreases sharply in Figure 8). Therefore, the distance between the upper and lower dumps is greater than 60 m (120 m-60 m).

5. Slope Stability Observation

In order to ensure the stability of the slope in the process of land saving and loss reduction, slope radar was used to monitor the displacement of the south slope. By analyzing the displacement and displacement rate of the slope, it was predicted whether the slope was at risk of landslide in a short time. A total of four monitoring areas were set up at the site, as shown in Figure 12.

According to the geological condition of the slope (Figure 13), the steep slope was mined from January to
February, and the coal seam shown in scheme 3 was extracted in sequence (Figure 4), followed by the inward discharge in March, which was advanced from the west slope to the east. The average deformation of the south slope was always below 20 mm and remained below 5 mm from March to May. Occasional local rock fall occurs on the slope but does not affect the overall stability of the slope, and the overall steps are stable. Affected by the construction of excavators, except for local monitoring data is high (May to June), the overall safety range is within the overall stability of the south slope can be controlled.

6. Conclusion

(1) The technical schemes of land saving and loss reducing in different open-pit mining are put forward. By comparing the economic benefits and engineering transportation costs and other factors, it is found that
the optimal scheme can recover 1.84 million tons of coal resources on the south slope, creating significant economic benefits.

(2) Numerical simulation was utilized to analyze the changes of slope stability, deformation, and shear strain increment in the process of land saving and loss reducing. In the process of coal seam excavation, the slope stability decreases rapidly, and the potential slip plane changes to rotation-planning damage mode. The overall slope becomes steeper after the coal seam is mined, and the toe of the slope needs to be internally discharged in time to compress the slope.

(3) Timely follow-up of in-slope rows can improve slope stability. The position of the slope shear exit changes with the increase of the distance of the inner row, and its stability increases gradually. When the distance of the lower inner row exceeds 120 m, there is no shear sliding plane at the toe of the internal dump, which indicates that the increase of the internal row distance has little influence on the slope stability, and the distance at the lower layer of the dump is 120 m. In the process of internal dumping of upper platform, when the inner distance exceeds 60 m, the position of potential sliding plane gradually changes from the lower dump to the upper and lower dump with the increase of inner dumping distance. It shows that the stability of the dump will be damaged if the upper dump continues to be discharged. Therefore, the distance between the upper and lower dump sites is greater than 60 m.

(4) The displacement of south slope is monitored by slope radar. The stability of the south slope is accomplished in the process of mining and internal drainage, and the overall stability of the south slope is controllable.
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